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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

In September 2017, Luleå Energi introduced a new price model on district heating for 

their enterprise customers with the intention to create stronger incentives for energy 

efficiency measures, and provide price signals that better correspond to the underlying 

production costs. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether the intentions of 

Luleå Energi has been fulfilled, not the least in the form of improved energy efficiency 

among the affected enterprises. This thesis also provides a theoretical assessment of the 

new price model through conducting a literature review. The empirical analysis builds on 

theories addressing issues such as bounded rationality, profit maximizing firms, 

uncertainty, and imperfect information. The results show that the new price model may 

have been hindered by bounded rationality amongst the enterprise customers, and the 

overall low price level of district heating services in Luleå. Results also show that even if 

the new price model is fairly good at creating incentives, it could probably become more 

effective if the effect price component were based on enterprise customers current effect 

usage rather than the enterprise customers effect usage during the previous winter season. 

Keywords: District heating, District heating markets, Bounded rationality, Price 

modelling, Energy markets, Incentives, Firm behavior, District heating pricing  



 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 

 

 

 

 

I september 2017 introducerade Luleå Energi en ny prismodell för deras fjärrvärme 

tjänster gentemot företagskunder med intentionen att skapa starkare incitament för 

energieffektiviseringsåtgärder och förse marknaden med prissignaler som motsvarar de 

underliggande produktionskostnaderna. Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka 

huruvida Luleå Energi’s intentioner har blivit uppfyllda, inte minst i form av energi-

effektiviseringsåtgärder. Studien kommer också att, med hjälp av en litteraturstudie, 

genomföra en teoretisk bedömning av den nya prismodellen. Studien applicerar teorier 

som begränsad rationalitet, vinstmaximerande företag, osäkerhet och ofullständig 

information. Resultaten visar att den nya prismodellen eventuellt hindras av begränsad 

rationalitet hos kunderna, och den överlag låga prisnivån på fjärrvärme i Luleå kommun. 

Resultaten visar också att även om den nya prismodellen är någorlunda bra på att skapa 

incitament så skulle den troligen kunna bli effektivare genom att basera 

effektpriskomponenten på företagskundernas nuvarande effektanvändning istället för 

företagskundernas effektanvändning under den föregående vintersäsongen. 

Nyckelord: Fjärrvärme, Fjärrvärmemarknader, Begränsad rationalitet, 

Prismodellering, Energimarknader, Incitament, Företagsbeteende, Prissättning på 

fjärrvärme 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Problem discussion 

In September 2017, Luleå Energi, the district heating provider in the municipality of 

Luleå, introduced a new price model on their district heating services for enterprise 

customers. Before the introduction of the new price model, enterprise customers of Luleå 

Energi had a price model which used three components. The first was a fixed cost 

component, the second an energy cost component which was constant during the whole 

year and the third was a flow cost component which was a constant price per 𝑚3 flowing 

through the consumer’s system.  

The main goals of the new price model developed by the company are to increase the 

incentives for enterprises to engage in energy saving measures, while also providing price 

signals that correspond to the production costs for Luleå Energi’s district heating during 

the different seasons of the year. Implementing a price model that correspond to 

production costs is important as Luleå Energi is forced to fuel their boilers with alternative 

fuels during peak load demand, leading to higher costs for both Luleå Energi and the 

society as a whole. Luleå Energi’s new price model tries to reduce the energy usage 

demand through a differentiated energy price during the different seasons of the year 

while also creating incentives for their enterprise customers to reduce their peak load 

through an effect price component. The last component of the new price model is the flow 

price component, which aims to create incentives for enterprises to optimize their systems 

and use as much heat from the heat water that flows through their systems (Luleå Energi, 

2017; Luleå Energi, 2019a).  

Many studies have examined the price modelling options of district heating, and what 

district heating consumers wish to see from new price models going forward. Several 

studies have shown that enterprise customers demand price models that are easy to 

comprehend but also give their firms opportunities to cut costs related to their usage of 

district heating. Consumers also wish to see that a price model facilitates for their firms 
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to predict future costs (Gåverud, Sernhed and Sandgren, 2016; Li, Wallin and Song, 

2017). 

Even if Luleå Energi introduced their new price model, they manage to maintain their 

position as the district heating producer that delivers the cheapest district heating services 

for small apartment building in Sweden (Swedenergy, 2018). This raises the following 

questions: 

▪ Has the new price model led to stronger incentives for enterprises to undertake energy 

efficiency measures? 

▪ Has the new price model any flaws that could be fixed in order to improve the price 

model? 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to use an online-survey and an interview to evaluate Luleå 

Energi’s new price model, and examine whether this model has led to the fulfillment of 

the intentions of Luleå Energi. These intentions include increased incentives for energy 

efficiency measures amongst enterprise customers, and the provision of price signals that 

corresponds to the production costs of Luleå Energi. Furthermore, the study aims to 

provide an empirical assessment of the new price model. 

1.3 Method 

This thesis has used a literature review to assess the new price model in a theoretical 

manner. The thesis has also used an online-survey together with an interview to evaluate 

whether the new price model has been able to create the desired incentives. A vast 

majority of the questions in the online-survey and the interview are based on theory and 

earlier studies to ensure relevancy.  

The online-survey includes several types of questions. The first group is classification 

questions, which aim to facilitate classification of each enterprise that responds to the 

survey. The second group of questions is questions regarding enterprises’ knowledge 

about the price model; this connects to the theory and earlier studies showing that 

information is of importance as enterprises aim to reduce uncertainty in their investment 

decisions. The third group of questions are aimed to show enterprises’ perceptions of the 

possibilities they have to reduce energy usage and their perceptions of the price model. 

The third group of questions also covers the enterprises present and planned energy 
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efficiency measure which will show if the enterprises have undertaken any energy 

efficiency measures due to the introduction of the new price model. The third group of 

questions is connected to the theory of profit maximizing firms as it is expected that profit 

maximizing firms will have gathered information regarding, or even undertaken, energy 

efficiency measures if the prices has increased due to the introduction of the new price 

model. If there are differences between the enterprises perceived possibilities for energy 

efficiency measures and their actions, it could be a result of bounded rationality. The last, 

and fourth, group of questions focuses on the enterprises’ view of the new price model 

and if they believe that it is a good or bad price model. The fourth group of questions 

makes it possible to draw conclusions regarding the enterprises’ perceptions of the price 

new price model and possibly which parts that are either good or bad. 

The interviews are used to further investigate the respondent’s view on questions 

regarding perceived incentives, changes in heating costs, perceived possibilities and other 

important questions. The interview is therefore a developed version of the online-survey. 

1.4 Delimitations 

The work is limited to the enterprise customers of Luleå Energi as the time limit for the 

thesis resulted in the need to reduce the total workload. If there would have been more 

time available, it might have been possible to reach out to other district heating firms and 

to residential consumers to evaluate a wider range of new price models introduced in the 

district heating markets in different Swedish municipalities. Even if the work is limited 

to the enterprise customers of Luleå Energi, the results will most likely reflect the 

behavior of large enterprises behavior when facing price model changes. 

Due to GDPR and obstacles with dispatching e-mails to the enterprise customers of Luleå 

Energi, there was a need to limit the online-survey to the seventeen largest enterprise 

customers of Luleå Energi. The seventeen largest enterprise customers account for 

approximately fifty percent of the total district heating demand from enterprises. This 

makes it possible to draw the conclusion that these seventeen customers will have a large 

impact on district heating demand through their potential changes in district heating 

usage. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis contains eight chapters and all of them contain sub-sections to help readers 

comprehend the thesis in an easier manner. In the next chapter, the basics of district 
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heating and markets are presented as well as the new price model introduced by Luleå 

Energi together with possible actions that the enterprise customers of Luleå Energi can 

undertake following the new price model. Chapter 3 covers the theoretical framework of 

the thesis regarding price modelling and firm behavior. Earlier studies on district heating 

markets, price modelling and business customer’s behaviors on energy markets are 

presented in Chapter 4. The methodology of the thesis is covered in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 

includes the empirical results from the online-surveys and interviews. Discussion of the 

results in relation to previous studies, can be found in Chapter 7. In the final chapter, 

Chapter 8, some conclusions and suggestions for further research are presented.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

 

 

 

 

The objective of this chapter is to provide readers with knowledge about district heating, 

district heating markets (general, national and local), Luleå Energi’s new price model, the 

communication of the price model and possible measures that enterprises can undertake 

to lower their usage of district heating (and heating needs in general). 

2.1 District heating 

District heating is a system where heat generated from a central combined heat and power 

or central boiler station is distributed through a common pipe network. Such a system is 

better than small systems with private boilers when it comes to both efficiency and 

environmental aspects (SOU 2011:44; Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). The production 

facilities for district heating can be of several different types: hot-water central heating, 

heat pumps, plants’ transferring industrial residual heat and combined heat and power 

(CHP). Plants with combined heat and power or hot-water central heating use various 

energy sources or fuels to run their systems which also means that they possess equipment 

used to store and use these fuels. Such equipment includes fuel handling systems, boilers 

and gas treatment systems. Heat pumps are however used to increase the temperature of 

a heat source from a low temperature to a high temperature, this is mostly done through 

a compression process driven by electricity. The heat source can be anything from 

seawater to residual heat from industrial processes, given that the residual heat from the 

industry has a lower temperature than the required temperature for the heating system. 

Industrial residual heat is heat that can be extracted from several different industries, some 

examples are paper and pulp industries, chemical industries and mining operations (SOU 

2011:44). 

The district heating produced from the different sources are later distributed to buildings 

connected to the district heating network through a closed piping system. For producers 

to be able to distribute the district heating through the piping systems, there is a need to 

use pumps that increase pressure throughout the piping system. In smaller piping systems, 
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a single pump might be sufficient but in larger piping systems it might be necessary to 

have several pumps installed. The main reason behind larger piping systems having to 

install several pumps are the dimensions of the piping systems and the amount of pressure 

and heat the system can sustain. The temperature required differ for each system but lower 

temperatures are often positive as systems with lower temperatures can use a larger 

variety of residual heat compared to systems that runs with higher temperatures. The 

possibilities to reach lower temperatures in the piping systems are however restricted to 

the heating systems possessed by consumers since older heating systems often have 

dimensions accommodated for higher temperatures (SOU 2011:44). 

2.1.1 District heating in Sweden 

In Karlstad, during the year of 1948, the first Swedish district heating system was 

installed. The system in Karlstad was owned by the municipality and used by industrial 

firms (SOU 2011:44; Swedenergy, 2009). In the midst of the 1950s, the expansion of 

district heating took off as municipalities found an increasing demand for heating as cities 

expanded and renovated their property stock. The expansion of district heating often 

involved municipal electricity companies which identified and predicted the increasing 

demand for heat. The municipal electricity companies were also the first companies to 

establish district heating networks since the price for electricity made it necessary to 

expand electricity production based on combined heat and power (SOU 2011:44).  

The expansion pace later slowed down due to the expansion of hydropower which also 

led to lower prices for electricity in the 1960s. Even if the expansion of hydropower 

slowed down the pace of district heating expansion, it continued in some parts of Sweden 

due to the introduction of environmental pollution standards. The 1970s included both 

the introduction of nuclear power in the power distribution grid but also the large oil 

crisis. The oil crisis resulted in actions with the goal to make Sweden less dependent of 

oil. Consumers also replaced their oil based heating systems with electrical systems (SOU 

2011:44). During the 1980s, the high prices on oil due to the oil crisis remained and the 

price on electricity was continuously low; this led to the conversion of oil based district 

heating systems to coal based district heating systems (SOU 2011:44; Swedenergy, 

2009). At the same time as the conversion of district heating systems, electricity driven 

heat pumps were introduced in the district heating systems. Due to the insight about the 

effects that fossil fuels has on the global climate, taxes on carbon dioxides emissions were 

introduced in the 1990s. In the 2000s, electricity certificates, which led to an indirect 
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effect on district heating, and financial support for district heating expansion led to a point 

where even small combined heat and power plants became profitable (SOU 2011:44). 

As mentioned above, the production of district heating can rely on several different fuels. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the energy going into Swedish district heating during 2009. Figure 

2.2, however, illustrates the energy going into Swedish district heating during 2017. By 

comparing the two figures it is possible to see that since 2009, the usage of renewable 

energy sources has increased while the usage of fossil fuels have gone down significantly. 

This clearly shows that district heating producers are looking to use renewable energy 

sources for their production rather than fossil fuels. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Energy going into district heating, Sweden, 2009. 

Source: SOU 2011:44 
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Figure 2.2 Energy going into district heating, Sweden, 2017. 

Source: Swedenergy, 2017. 

2.1.2 District heating in Luleå 

The firm producing district heating in Luleå is Luleå Energi. Luleå Energi started year 
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of SSAB, which otherwise would have been burned without purpose. Luleå Energi 

possesses four boiler centrals which is used during peak usage periods during cold winter 

days when the industrial residual heat from SSAB is insufficient, Luleå Energi’s boiler 

centrals are mainly fueled with excess gas, pellets, electricity or oil (Luleå Energi, 2019c).  

2.2 District heating markets 

In their report Wårell, Söderholm and Delsing (2009) conclude that district heating partly 

is a natural monopoly since the revenue possibilities decrease for competitors seeking to 

establish on the market once a company has established a district heating network. District 

heating partly being a natural monopoly is also concluded in SOU 2011:44 and by the 

Swedish Competition Authority (2009). District heating production could also be seen as 

a natural oligopoly in cases where more than one district heating producers exists on the 

market (SOU 2011:44). Wårell et al. (2009) do however discuss that even if there are 

possibilities for consumers to swap to other heating options the switching costs might be 

high in many cases which in turn results in lock in effects on the heating market.  

According to Li et al. (2017) district heating markets have different prerequisites as some 

markets are regulated while some are deregulated. This has, according to Li et al. (2017), 

led to two different pricing methods where the first one is the cost-plus method or cost-

based pricing method which is customary for regulated markets. The second pricing 

method is the marginal cost pricing method or market-based pricing method which are 

customary for deregulated markets. 

2.2.1 The development of Swedish district heating markets 

The Swedish district heating market consisted mostly of municipal energy- or district 

heating firms or were under municipal administration until the mid-1990s. During the 

year of 1996, the electricity market reform changed how district heating should be priced. 

The electricity market reform demanded that district heating was priced on commercial 

basis and therefore lowered the risk that district heating competed with other heating 

options on unfair grounds. The reform, with the price changes, resulted in that many 

municipal firms, both electricity and district heating firms, got sold and became private 

(SOU 2011:44). According to SOU 2011:44, an approximate of seventy municipal firms 

that produced district heating was sold during the years 1990-2004. After the selling of 

these seventy municipal firms the sale of public owned firms have slowed down, at the 
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same time large district heating companies have sold their small firms to other companies 

(SOU 2011:44). 

After the earlier mentioned electricity market reform during the year 1996 Swedish 

district heating producers have the possibility to set prices and set up their own price 

models without governmental restrictions. There has however been a discussion whether 

district heating should have a price regulation or not where one of the advocates for a 

price regulation have been the Swedish Competition Authority. The producers on the 

Swedish district heating market are however looking to increase the transparency with 

the goal to increase customers’ position on the heating markets (Gåverud et al., 2016).  

2.2.2 District heating markets in Swedish municipalities 

Actors on the Swedish district heating market mostly use two different price models. The 

first is the cost-based pricing method which is a pricing method where the producers are 

looking to have a price that reflects the producer’s production costs. The second pricing 

method is an alternative pricing method which is a market based pricing method where 

the producers can set the price for district heating so that it reflects the costs of alternative 

heating options on the heating market (Larsson, 2011; Gåverud et al., 2016; Li et al., 

2017). 

Pricing for district heating also differs largely amongst the Swedish municipalities (SOU 

2011:44; Sköldberg and Rydén, 2014). These difference in prices can be an effect of 

several different factors such as production mix, system dimensions, heat density, local 

opportunities and age (Sköldberg and Rydén, 2014). Just as the prices, the price models 

also differs between Swedish municipalities.  

Gåverud et al. (2016) examined several different district heating price models used by 

district heating producers in Sweden. In Sala and Heby, two relatively small 

municipalities in comparison with Luleå, Gåverud et al. (2016) found that the energy 

company Sala-Heby Energi uses a price model with seasonal differentiation. However, 

Sala-Heby Energi’s seasonal price component only consists of two seasons. In addition 

to the seasonal price component Sala-Heby Energi have a flow price component for 

enterprise customers. Sala-Heby Energi do not have an effect price component or a fixed 

price component. 

Södertörns Fjärrvärme is a district heating producer located in Södertörn. Södertörns 

Fjärrvärme have three different price models for non-house costumers such as enterprises. 
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The price models are named “Bas”, “Fast” and “Topp”. Topp is mainly for costumers that 

uses a different heating system for the majority of their heating needs. Topp uses an 

energy price based on the average production cost of Södertörns Fjärrvärme for that 

month, therefore the price differs every month. For the two other price models “Bas” and 

“Fast” Södertörns Fjärrvärme have based the price on their average production cost but 

in these models the price do not change every month but are rather separated into three 

different seasons; winter, summer and spring/fall. In addition to the seasonal price 

component “Bas” and “Fast” also includes a fixed price component and an effect price 

component (Gåverud et al., 2016). 

The last district heating producer analyzed by Gåverud et al. (2016) is Öresundskraft 

which is the district heating provider in Helsingborg and Ängelholm. Öresundskraft is 

also one of the largest municipal owned district heating producer in Sweden. 

Öresundskraft apply a price model for enterprise customers that consists of three different 

components. The first component is a seasonal price component divided into three 

seasons, just like Södertörn Fjärrvärme. In addition to the seasonal price component 

Öresundskraft also have a fixed price component and an effect price component that is 

based on the highest usage recorded during one day over the last twelve months (Gåverud 

et al., 2016). 

It is apparent that district heating producers utilize a variety of price models and some 

even have more than one price model for their enterprise customers, giving costumers’ 

the possibility to choose the price model that is the best fit for their business model. 

2.3 Luleå Energi’s new price model 

Before the introduction of the new price model on district heating, enterprises faced the 

same cost structure as house owners. The old price model for enterprises included three 

different components just as the new price model introduced in 2017. The first part of the 

old price model was a fixed cost, which was based on the subscribed effect for the 

enterprise. The second part of the old price model was energy cost which was a constant 

price per kWh over the whole year. The third and last component of the old price model 

was a flow cost which was constant price per 𝑚3, which was also charged during the 

whole year without any exceptions (Luleå Energi, 2019a). 

During the fall of 2017, Luleå Energi introduced a new price model with the aim to create 

incentives towards enterprise customers, reflect the production costs for Luleå Energi and 
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make the district heating network sustainable by reducing Luleå Energi’s usage of fuels 

such as oil, electricity, excess gas and pellets during top load demand. The new price 

model consists of three different parts. The first change was that the old annual price for 

energy was substituted by a seasonally differentiated price with had three different price 

levels: 

• Summer price (June through August) which was lower than the old annual price. 

• Winter price (December through February) which was higher than the old annual 

price. 

• Fall/Spring price (September through November and March through May) which 

was lower than the old annual price. 

The reason behind higher winter prices but lower prices during the other seasons are due 

to the increased costs that occur when the excess gas runs out due to high demand for 

district heating during cold winter days. When the excess gas runs out or cannot be 

supplied by SSAB, Luleå Energi is forced to use expensive energy (electricity, pellets and 

oil) to meet the increased demand for district heating (Luleå Energi, 2017).  

In addition to the new energy price divided into seasons the price model consists of a flow 

price which is calculated by measuring the water volume passing through customers 

district heating centrals. The flow price in the new price model are only during fall/spring 

and winter seasons. This is due to difficulties to cool the water down during summer 

months (Luleå Energi, 2017). 

The last part of the new price model is the effect price, which is calculated by measuring 

the usage of district heating in the premise during a day and then divided by twenty-four 

hours to get an average (Luleå Energi, 2017). According to Luleå Energi (2017), days 

where the average temperature reaches below minus twenty degrees Celsius are excluded 

to make sure that cold winters do not affect the effect price. The highest recorded day 

average effect recorded during the winter season are used as a basis to the effect price 

given to the customer the next year. 

2.3.1 Communicating the new price model 

Communication of the price model to the customers are of interest since knowledge about 

how prices for district heating are set is of importance for enterprise customers to grasp 

if the goal of the price model is to create incentives for efficiency measures amongst 
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enterprise customer’s usage of district heating. At the same time, it is important that the 

costs can be affected by the enterprise customers behavior at it makes it easier for 

enterprises to calculate future costs. (Gåverud et al., 2016). If there would be a lack of 

information it could lead to information asymmetry between the producer, Luleå Energi, 

and the enterprise customers. 

Shortly before the release of the new price model Luleå Energi started their engagement 

in Prisdialogen or “Pricedialogue”. Prisdialogen is an initiative started by Riksbyggen, 

SABO (nowadays Public Housing Sweden) and Svensk Fjärrvärme (nowadays 

Swedenergy) where the initiators goal has been to increase the power of district heating 

customers on the market and the reliance for district heating producers pricing of district 

heating (Luleå Energi, 2019d). 

2.3.2 Possible energy efficiency actions for enterprises 

Vattenfall (2019) lists several possible actions for enterprises when it comes to lowering 

the costs for heating. The following advice are often more general tips and not only for 

enterprises using district heating. The first advice from Vattenfall (2019) is that 

enterprises should not let heat and cooling systems work against each other, if it is hot 

turn down the heat system and if it is cold turn down the cooling system. The second 

advice is that the systems should only be running when it is necessary, if not then they 

should be turned down or off completely. The systems can be regulated through timers or 

thermostats. The third advice is that enterprises should look to recycle the heating flowing 

through the ventilation using, for example, heat exchangers. The fourth advice regarding 

heating conservation is that enterprises should look over their insulation in windows, 

pipes and buildings as a lot of heat often manage to escape due to insufficient insulation. 

The last, and fifth, advice that Vattenfall (2019) has is that enterprises should try to 

modernize their windows if they are reaching an old age as new and modern windows in 

most cases are more isolated than older windows. These advices are however certainly 

general and are not direct suggestions towards district heating customers but towards all 

energy consumers.  

The general advices towards consumers are also supported by Englén and Sköldberg 

(2016) as they identify efficiency of heat as one of the plausible routes to go for 

enterprises, apartment buildings or house owners. Englén and Sköldberg (2016) also 

identify two other possible efficiency measure that enterprises, apartment buildings or 
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house owners can undertake. The first one is hot water consumption which can be 

performed through, for example, a switch from ordinary taps to low flush taps in the water 

system. The second efficiency measure identified by Englén and Sköldberg (2016) is the 

installation of solar heat, something that might not be an ordinary way of increasing 

efficiency, it can however cut costs connected to district heating. 

In addition to the suggestions by Vattenfall (2019), but also by Englén and Sköldberg 

(2016), there are possibilities for enterprises to swap their whole heating system and leave 

district heating behind. This is however not always possible as investments in new 

systems might result in high investment costs, something that results in lock in effects on 

the district heating market. It has also been concluded that high investment costs also 

result in possibilities for district heating producers to price higher than other heating 

options as the savings from a switch of heating systems must also cover the initial 

investment cost (Wårell et al., 2009).  
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

 

 

The objective of Chapter 3 is to shed light on the main theoretical framework of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 is divided into two different subjects with subsections to facilitate reader’s 

comprehension of the theoretical framework which is key to understanding both previous 

literature and this thesis. 

3.1 Pricing of District heating 

The theories regarding price modelling in energy markets and of course district heating 

markets have been under discussion for several years as district heating producers are 

looking to decrease peak load demand and become more green without risking losing 

consumers to other heating options. Therefore, the theory regarding price modelling is 

the peak load pricing theory, which is a pricing theory for markets with special costs and 

demand structures.  

3.1.1 Peak-load pricing 

Several markets have a demand structure that can be divided into periods of low- and high 

demand respectively. Firms that often meet low- and high demand periods in their 

markets are for example utility companies and airlines where utility companies meet 

higher demand during daytime than nighttime and airlines meet higher demand during 

weekdays than during weekends (Baye and Prince, 2013). Another market that has low- 

and high demand periods are district heating markets and heating markets in general as 

demand is low during the summer months when the outdoor temperature is high while 

demand is high during winter months when the outdoor temperature is low. 

According to Baye and Prince (2013), markets that have these periods of low- and high 

demand can profit from utilizing a peak-load pricing model where the firm charge a 

higher price for their goods during high demand periods while charging a lower price 

during low demand periods. This is visualized in Figure 3.1 below. 
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Figure 3.1 Peak-load pricing model. 

Source: Baye and Prince (2013). 

In Figure 3.1 it is possible to see two different demand curves where the demand curve 

𝐷𝐿 show the demand during low demand periods while the second demand curve 𝐷𝐻 

shows the demand during high demand periods. Something that also is noticeable is that 

the marginal cost curve (MC) are constant until it reaches 𝑄𝐻 where the marginal cost 

curve becomes fully vertical. This is a point where the producers would not be able to 

supply a higher quantity of the demanded good no matter the price (Baye and Prince, 

2013). This would correspond to a point in time where district heating producers uses 

their boilers to their fullest capacity during high demand periods such as winter months. 

According to Baye and Prince (2013), firms seeking to profit maximize during these 

periods need to set a price where marginal costs are equal to marginal revenue which 

during low demand periods, where consumers demand 𝑄𝐿, would result in the price 𝑃𝐿 

shown in Figure 2.1. During high demand periods, when consumers demand 𝑄𝐻, the firms 

will need to set a higher price which is visualized as the price level 𝑃𝐻 in Figure 3.1. 

The theory of peak-load pricing is essential for this thesis as the district heating market 

and the new price model developed by Luleå Energi utilize a form of peak-load pricing 

through their seasonal prices. In other words, peak-load pricing is one way of achieving 

a greater correspondence between prices and the underlying production costs.  
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3.2 Firm behavior 

The expected behavior from the consumers, in this case enterprises, are based on basic 

economic theory. Two different main theories lay the foundation for this thesis’s 

conceptual points of departure regarding firm behavior where the first one is that firms 

are profit maximizers and the second one is the theory regarding actions during 

uncertainty and imperfect information. 

3.2.1 Profit maximizing firms 

The main theory behind the thesis is the theory of profit maximizing firms. Nicholson and 

Snyder (2012) describe a profit-maximizing firm as a firm that is looking to maximize 

profits through choosing the right inputs and outputs. To reach profit maximization firms 

seek to reach an output, which results in a situation where the firm’s marginal revenue is 

equal to the firm’s marginal cost.  

For firms consuming district heating the heating costs should most likely be a part of their 

marginal costs. When costs for district heating rises it leads to higher marginal costs for 

firms using district heating as a heating solution. Higher marginal costs due to an 

increased price for district heating should lead to either decreasing marginal costs, either 

through a decrease in district heating usage or a decrease in other cost posts. The firms 

might also choose to increase their marginal revenues, something which might be hard 

due to competition on their respective markets. This is however dependent on the cost 

structure and price model for district heating. If the marginal cost rises during a certain 

season but lowers during other seasons it might not lead to an increase in a firm’s marginal 

costs over a year, even if the marginal costs for the firm increase in one of the seasons. 

3.2.2 Uncertainty and imperfect information 

The second main theory for this thesis is the theory about uncertainty and imperfect 

information. One assumption made is that firms are risk-averse when it comes to 

undertaking investments aimed to reduce marginal costs. According to Nicholson and 

Snyder (2012), risk averse individuals, or in this case firms, will shy away from risk when 

it is possible. This is also supported by Blomberg (2013) which states that risk averse 

individuals will not accept even fair bets, which suggests that risk averse individuals 

avoid unnecessary risk. This mean that if a enterprise would be faced with the decision 

of making an 50 000 SEK investment with a fifty percent chance to lead to a cost cut of 

100 000 SEK, an risk averse enterprise would not make that investment. 
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Nicholson and Snyder (2012) list four different actions that individuals and, in some 

cases, firms can take to reduce uncertainty. The first one is insurance. If an accident or 

anything similar would occur the insurance firm would go in and cover the costs of the 

damage. In the case of district heating consumers and price increases an insurance would 

most likely be hard to apply. 

As stated by both Nicholson and Snyder (2012), but also Blomberg (2013), the second 

measure that an individual or firm can take to reduce uncertainty and risk is 

diversification. Diversification is often used within investments where the investors can 

choose to invest in a few options related to each other or diversify by spreading the risk 

through investments in several different options unrelated to each other. Diversification 

should plausible when it comes to marginal costs related to heating as firms can install 

different heating options to parry price changes, one such option could be heat pumps.  

The third option to reduce risk and uncertainty is flexibility which is when an individual 

or firm get a chance to make flexible decisions even if the initial decision is an all-or-

nothing decision. A flexible decision means that the individual, or the firm, get to adjust 

their decision after letting some time pass from the initial decision (Nicholson and Snyder, 

2012). This could be hard to apply to the heating market and the case of district heating 

as investments in new heating systems can be expected to be both time consuming as well 

as expensive, something which makes it hard for enterprises to undertake these actions 

and later evaluate them without making a large investment. 

According to Nicholson and Snyder (2012) the fourth and final measure that a firm or 

individual can take is to gather information. Information is crucial when it comes to 

decreasing both uncertainty and risk for consumers. By gaining information consumers 

can get awareness when it comes to the plausible changes that occurs due to changes in 

the market, products or prices. This most likely an important part of the work with 

introducing new price models into the district heating market. This is also strengthened 

in studies as Gåverud et al. (2016) find that district heating consumers want price models 

which is easy to understand and communicate as well as they want to be able to predict 

future costs. Something which is hard to do without proper information.  

3.2.3 Bounded rationality 

Bounded rationality as a concept was introduced due to the fact that no one act fully 

rational in each of their decisions (Lundmark, 2017). Bounded rationality stems from the 
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assumption that individuals make decisions that are, in some sense, acceptable and not 

optimal (Lundmark, 2017; Palm and Reindl, 2017).  

According to Lundmark (2017) there are several studies that indicate that individuals 

often make decisions that are not fully rational, even in relatively easy problems. 

Lundmark (2017) also states that it is known that it is not always fully rational to gather 

full information regarding a problem, partly because there is a cost for gathering 

information in many cases. 

Palm and Reindl (2017) concluded that bounded rationality could characterize the 

decision-making process regarding energy efficiency measures during renovations of 

multifamily dwellings. This suggests that even in large investments the problem of 

bounded rationality takes place and decisions makers take acceptable decisions made 

according to a rule of thumb instead of searching for optimal decisions. According to 

Eckbo (2009), one example of a rule of thumb is an internal rate of return which facilitates 

investment decisions processes, mainly because it allows firms to avoid costs for 

gathering information on capital calculations. Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019) also 

present studies which show that individuals might not undertake energy efficiency 

measures even when given proper incentives and good information.  

The consequences from bounded rationality is that enterprises might not undertake the 

optimal energy efficiency due to following a rule of thumb rather than gathering all 

available information regarding the investment. So even if the price model would increase 

the costs for the enterprises, and therefor also the economic incentives, it still might not 

lead to any measures being taken as enterprises follow rules of thumb instead of searching 

for optimal decisions.  

3.3 Implications for the present study 

The theory presented in this chapter is important for several reasons. The concept of profit 

maximizing firms is a key theory in this thesis as Luleå Energi’s enterprise customers are 

assumed to be profit maximizing. If the enterprises are profit maximizing, they would 

most likely look to cut down their usage of district heating if the prices on said district 

heating would increase. The peak-load pricing model is also of importance for the readers 

to understand as Luleå Energi’s new price model have a component that utilizes a peak-

load pricing approach. Uncertainty and imperfect information are a key aspect when it 

comes to changes and the possible actions an enterprise can undertake as it makes it 
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possible to understand why enterprises reduce risk and how they do it. Lastly, bounded 

rationality is important to understand as neither individuals’ nor enterprises’ can be 

expected to act fully rational, the theory might therefore explain differences between 

optimal decisions for enterprises and the energy efficiency measures the enterprises 

undertake. The theory has also built up hypotheses, regarding the expected actions from 

enterprise customers of Luleå Energi and their perceptions, for this thesis.  

As mentioned above several hypotheses stem from the theory presented in this chapter. 

The first hypothesis is that enterprises perceive their abilities to cut down costs related to 

district heating as larger due to the introduction of the new price model from Luleå Energi. 

This hypothesis will be tested by asking questions regarding enterprises’ perceptions 

regarding the new price model and district heating. For example, possibilities to undertake 

energy efficiency measures, whether the new price model has increased their possibilities 

to reduce costs, and knowledge regarding the new price model. The second hypothesis is 

that enterprises have undertaken or planned measures to reduce their costs connected to 

district heating. It can be expected that measures have been taken or planned but that these 

will be small due to a combination of both bounded rationality and a generally low price 

level on district heating in Luleå municipality. To investigate this hypothesis questions 

regarding planned and present energy efficiency measures by the enterprise, use of energy 

audits, and participation in “Kunddialogen” are used.  
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CHAPTER 4 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

 

This section reviews previously conducted studies within price modelling, energy 

markets and district heating markets. The chapter is divided into the following 

subsections: price modelling of district heating and firm’s energy usage. Due to the focus 

of the thesis laying on Luleå, the vast majority of the reviewed studies are ones that cover 

the Swedish district heating or energy markets. 

4.1 Price modelling in district heating 

Previous research in the subject of district heating and price modelling is broad. Gåverud 

et al. (2016) conducted a survey amongst enterprise customers on the district heating 

market to analyze enterprise customers’ perspective of district heating pricing models, 

and evaluated important parts of price model design within district heating markets. The 

results from the report by Gåverud et al. (2016) concluded that enterprise customers desire 

possibilities to make energy efficiency measures that are profitable, and that the costs are 

responsive to the behavior of the enterprise customers. The enterprise customers also 

prefer a price model that is easy to grasp and communicate to others, and lastly the 

enterprise customers had a wish to be able to predict future costs for district heating. The 

importance of the possibility to predict future costs of district heating is something that 

also was concluded by Li et al. (2017). 

Li et al. (2017) aim to construct a pricing mechanism that could improve the 

competitiveness of district heating systems in district heating markets. Li et al. (2017) 

concluded that price models in district heating typically include four different elements: 

fixed costs, capacity costs, energy costs and flow costs. Li et al. (2017) also identified 

that several district heating companies had switched to new pricing models to encourage 

enterprise customers to lower their peak load, change behavior and at the same time lower 

production costs for the district heating producer. Furthermore, Li et al. (2017) identified 

problems with the current pricing models, which are that most capacity costs are based 

on previous year’s consumption something that means that peak loads are not payed for 
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when it occurs but rather later. For a pricing model to be good it should reflect production 

costs for district heating producers in real-time, something that should lead to incentives 

to reduce peak load and energy usage amongst district heating consumers. In addition to 

reflecting production costs a good price model should also create incentives for costumers 

to reduce both peak load as well as energy usage while being predictable and easy to 

understand (Li et al., 2017). 

Li, Sun, Zhang and Wallin (2015) reviewed pricing mechanisms within district heating 

systems. Li et al. (2015) concluded that heat pricing is utterly important when the goal is 

to develop district heating systems in a sustainable fashion. Li et al. (2015) summarized 

several different methods and models for heat pricing. In regulated markets there where 

only one pricing method and this one was the cost-plus method. However, in the 

deregulated markets, Li et al. (2015) found three different pricing methods: Marginal cost, 

Incremental cost approach and Shadow price. The final pricing method identified by Li 

et al. (2015) was the Equivalent marginal cost pricing method, which is an integrated 

model of both competitive and regulated markets.  

Larsson (2011) examines different pricing models used by district heating producers 

included in the business agreement “Reko Fjärrvärme”. The district heating producers 

included in the analysis by Larsson (2011) produce and delivers more than 90% of the 

total district heating in Sweden. Larsson (2011) reached several conclusions regarding 

the Swedish district heating market. One conclusion was that price models vary largely 

between different district heating producers where some producers have menial price 

models with few components while other district heating producers uses complex price 

models with several components.  

4.2 Firm decision making in energy markets 

In one article, Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019) set out to investigate and discuss the 

managerial practices and how industrial firms makes decisions regarding energy usage. 

Throughout their article Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019) describe the reason to why there 

may be a difference between the optimal energy usage for firms and the observed usage 

of energy. Four different reasons to the difference between observed and optimal energy 

usage are brought up. First off is the non-internalization of external costs. Dahlqvist and 

Söderholm (2019) discuss that the environmental external costs are not properly 

internalized, this could lead to low energy prices which then would result in low 
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incentives for firms to engage in energy saving activities. The non-internalization of 

external costs could also be a result of producers deciding to price according to average 

costs instead of the productions marginal cost, which is supported by Jaffe and Stavins 

(1994) as their study concludes that the market price on several energy products and 

services seem to not reflect the marginal production cost. The second possible reason is 

the informational failure. Firms, according to Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019), have to 

consider the costs of obtaining information before making decisions. Too little 

information might be obtained due to costs of gaining the information and the problem 

with benefits of the information being unknown beforehand. There could also be a 

problem of the public good, since when someone invests in taking in information on 

possible new equipment for the firm other firms can follow without nearly any costs due 

to the cost being undertaken by the leading firm. Other problems could be asymmetric 

information, which according to Akerlof (1970) could lead to adverse selection. 

The third feasible reason could be behavioral failures. Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019) 

refer to several articles that discusses how individuals not always are rational in their 

behavior and that individuals make suboptimal decisions even if they sometimes are given 

useful information or incentives before their decision, this is also known as bounded 

rationality. The fourth and last possible reason is, according to Dahlqvist and Söderholm 

(2019), market barriers. Markets barriers are identified as conditions that leads to firms 

choosing not to engage in activities increasing their energy efficiency. Dahlqvist and 

Söderholm (2019) identify several possible market barriers. Some examples of barriers 

are evaluating costs of information, making a decision between two possible equipment 

suppliers and the negotiation of contracts (Golove and Eto, 1996). The theoretical 

background in the article by Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019) are also of importance for 

this thesis and the reader’s comprehension of this thesis 

By conducting interviews with a total of 101 firms and performing an econometric 

analysis Dahlqvist and Söderholm (2019) managed to get interesting results. The results 

from the interviews showed that several top managers believed that the consciousness 

about energy saving measures had increased during the last years due to managers being 

increasingly aware about possible economic savings that energy saving measures could 

result in. The results from the econometric analysis however show that even if firms are 

evaluating possible energy efficient measures more frequently now than before, the 

change has only led to moderate effects on energy intensity levels. 
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4.3 Conclusions based on the literature review 

Throughout the literature it is apparent that price models on district heating market have 

been of interest and that several important conclusions can be drawn from earlier 

literature. Several articles conclude that price models should not be too complex as district 

heating consumers wish to understand price models, something that is important when 

taking decisions regarding investments in energy efficiency measures. Earlier studies 

have also shown that enterprises wish to have the possibility to predict future costs, 

something that also stem from understanding the price model from the get go. These 

things are important to take into consideration when developing and introducing a new 

price model on a market just like Luleå Energi has done on the district heating market in 

Luleå. 

Studies on the behavior of firms when it comes to energy usage also show that firms are 

rather irrational when gathering information for decisions regarding energy measures. 

This is due to several factors such as cost of information, low energy costs, market barriers 

and behavioral failures. This is in addition to studies regarding price modelling also of 

importance as the behavior of firms are what lead to energy efficiency measures, 

something that Luleå Energi wish to increase through the implementation of their new 

price model. 

Earlier studies have focused on price model compositions and consumers’ perceptions 

while, to the best of the authors knowledge, none have investigated the actual application 

of a new price model on the Swedish district heating market. This thesis fills this gap as 

it aims to give an empirical assessment of the price model introduced by Luleå Energi in 

September 2017. Earlier studies also lack evaluations of price models’ possibilities to 

fulfill the intentions. Therefore, this thesis fills a gap by evaluating whether new price 

models can create incentives for increased energy efficiency measures.  
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CHAPTER 5 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

In order to address the purpose of the thesis, certain methodologies have been important. 

This chapter will present, discuss and explain the methodology used throughout the thesis, 

as well as the link between these and the underlying theories. 

5.1 Online-survey 

One of the empirical parts of the thesis is the online-survey that was sent out to seventeen 

firms and Fastighetsägarna MittNord (which is a trade organization for property owners). 

The online-survey consisted of thirty questions which was a mix of multiple choice 

questions and open questions. In addition to the questions presented below there is two 

questions asking the respondent to participate in an interview. All questions from the 

online-survey can be found in appendices A (Swedish version) and B (English version) 

at the end of the thesis. 

5.1.1 Classification questions 

The first type of questions in the survey treated the enterprises yearly revenue, line of 

business, district heating demand during a year. The goal of the first questions is to give 

the possibility to classify the respondents into different groups to facilitate analysis of the 

results. 

5.1.2 Questions regarding price model knowledge 

The second type is questions that catches the enterprises knowledge about the new price 

model. It includes questions such as; knowledge of the new price model, if they are aware 

that they have a new price model and if they have an employee responsible for energy 

and heating issues. These types of questions are of importance as earlier studies have 

shown that enterprises demand price models that are easy to comprehend. Information, 

or knowledge, has also been shown to be of importance throughout economic theory as it 

helps enterprises to decrease uncertainty when it comes to future costs and investment 

decisions. 
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5.1.3 Questions regarding possibilities and the price model 

The survey also includes questions regarding enterprises perceptions of their possibilities 

for undertaking energy efficiency measures and their perceptions of the price model. 

These questions stem from the purpose of the thesis to investigate the possible incentives 

created by the new price model. Economic theory, as explained in Chapter 3, suggests 

that if a profit maximizing firm identifies possibilities to make economic gain they will 

also do so, as long as they are rational. If they do not take these actions, it could be a 

result of bounded rationality as it is not always fully rational to for enterprises to gather 

full information and they instead take decisions based on a rule of thumb. The survey also 

includes questions regarding present and planned measures. These questions are included 

to investigate whether the new price model has led to any changes by the enterprises. This 

is of importance as it makes it possible to connect the enterprises perceptions of 

possibilities to their actual actions and identify whether there are any differences between 

the two. 

5.1.4 Enterprises’ thoughts about the price model and the components  

There is also a couple of questions regarding enterprises’ thoughts about the price model. 

These questions are important to ask since they gives the enterprises view of the new 

price model and whether they believe that it is a good price model. It also makes it 

possible to check whether the enterprise costumers of Luleå Energi share the same views 

as other district heating consumers in earlier studies. 

5.2 Interview 

The second empirical part of the thesis is an interview which have been conducted with 

one large enterprise customer of Luleå Energi. The interview dive deeper into questions 

regarding perceived incentives, changes in heating costs, and perceived possibillties. The 

interview is therefore a developed version of the online-survey as it is built on the same 

questions but at the same time dives deeper into the questions asked in the online-survey. 

The goal is to let respondents develop their answers from the online-survey and enable a 

discussion with the respondent regarding both their possible actions and their perceptions. 

The full manuscript for the interview can be found in appendices C (Swedish version) 

and D (English version).  
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5.3 Sample 

When sampling for the thesis it was of uttermost importance that Luleå Energi would be 

able to assist in contacting their key customers and send them the online-survey by e-

mail. The first thought was to contact nearly all their four hundred enterprise customers. 

This was however not possible due to limitations in the e-mail systems. Instead of 

contacting that large amount of enterprises Luleå Energi’s assisted in contacting their 

seventeen largest customers which amounts to approximately fifty percent of the total 

district heating demanded from Luleå Energi. In addition to the seventeen enterprises 

Luleå Energi sent the online-survey to Fastighetsägarna MittNord, which is, as mentioned 

earlier, a trade organization for property owners. Fastighetsägarna MittNord is an 

important addition to the sample as it makes it possible to capture a wider variety of 

property owners and not only the large enterprises. In addition to the seventeen enterprises 

and Fastighetsägarna MittNord, one of the respondents in the online-survey accepted the 

request to be interviewed regarding the price model. 

Out of the eighteen online-surveys, five responses were collected. Out of these five 

responses a majority was real estate enterprises and all of the respondents is also, as 

mentioned earlier, large enterprise customers of Luleå Energi. This could affect the results 

as larger enterprises most likely face higher district heating costs, which will most likely 

also mean that they are ready to invest more in both information gathering, investment in 

energy efficiency measures and such. There are however some problems that could arise 

due to the fact that the respondents are mainly real estate enterprises and that is that these 

enterprises often have several facilities which most likely makes energy efficiency 

measures both more complex and time consuming. Even if these respondents are from a 

certain group of enterprises there is positive aspects as well. Since the five respondents 

are large enterprise customers they are also the enterprises which causes the largest effects 

through their energy efficiency measures.  

5.4 Method strengths and limitations 

The chosen method has both strengths and limitations. Both the limitations and strengths 

will be discussed to increase readers’ knowledge about the method and the possibilities 

and problems that it might bring. 
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5.4.1 Method strengths 

The strength of the method is that it is possible through an online-survey to catch 

perceptions that enterprise customers of Luleå Energi have regarding for instance the 

price model, incentives, price levels, their firm’s possibilities and much more. At the same 

time the interviews made it possible to dive deeper into the enterprises thoughts about the 

price model while giving the enterprises a chance to express perceptions, thoughts and 

opinions in words. 

The online-survey was sent out to seventeen enterprises which might be seen as a small 

sample. These seventeen stands however for approximately fifty percent of the total 

district heating demand from enterprises in the municipality of Luleå. This of large 

importance as the goal set up by Luleå Energi is to create incentives for their enterprise 

customers to decrease their usage of district heating, something which is used to a large 

extent by these seventeen enterprises. The seventeen firms will most likely also be the 

ones that have the possibilities to take the largest actions towards decreasing demand 

while cutting down on district heating related costs.  

5.4.2 Method limitations 

One of the main limitations of the method is that even if these seventeen firms 

approximately stands for fifty percent of the total district heating demand from enterprises 

in the municipality of Luleå, they are most likely only large firms which have both 

designated employees responsible for energy and heating in their enterprises. These 

enterprises are therefore most likely also well aware of the price model and the 

components of the price model, while it might not be that easy for smaller enterprises to 

grasp a rather complex price model without special competence within the area of energy 

and heating.  
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CHAPTER 6 

EMPIRICAL DATA AND RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the empirical results from the online-survey and the interviews will be 

presented.  

6.1 Online-survey 

The online-survey conducted in this thesis was sent out to 17 enterprises and one member 

organization (Fastighetsägarna MittNord). Five responses were collected during the 

course of this study. 

6.1.1 Classification questions 

Results from the classification questions aimed to give an understanding of the enterprises 

answering the online-survey gave the following results. Four out of the five respondents 

were active in real estate sector (mainly with real estate rather than facilities), the last 

respondent was active within the industrial sector. Four out of the five respondents had a 

yearly turnover exceeding 100 million SEK. The last respondent had a yearly turnover 

between 50 and 99 million SEK.  

When asked about their district heating consumption two out of five enterprises answered 

that they consume between 10 GWh and 24 GWh each year. One firm had a consumption 

between 10 GWh and 24 GWh each year. The fourth respondent answered that their 

enterprises had a consumption exceeding 50 GWh each year while the last respondent 

was unsure of their yearly consumption. When asked about their enterprises yearly costs 

related to district heating three answered that it was between 0 and 20 percent of their 

yearly costs while one answered that it was between 41 and 60 percent and the last 

respondent answered that it was 61 to 80 percent of their total yearly costs. 

6.1.2 Questions regarding price model knowledge 

The questions aimed to let enterprises answer questions regarding their understanding of 

the new price model and measures taken to ensure knowledge about their possibilities 

within district heating was answered in the following fashion. All of the five respondents 
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answered that their enterprise has an individual responsible for energy and heating 

employed, in addition to that all respondents also answered that they were aware that they 

had a new price model for district heating in September 2017. Three out of the five 

respondents also answered that they have been a part of “Kunddialogen” together with 

Luleå Energi. 

On the question if the respondent’s enterprise hade performed an energy audit during the 

last five years four out of five respondents answered that they had performed an energy 

audit. 

The last question regarding the respondents’ knowledge about the price model shows that 

respondents have a good understanding of the price model as three out of five respondents 

gave their knowledge a four out of five with five being max at “very good knowledge 

about the price model”. The lowest answer was one respondent that gave their knowledge 

a three out of five while the last respondent answered with a five out five on the question. 

6.1.3 Questions regarding possibilities and the price model 

When asked about how the respondents would say that the new price model has affected 

their costs for district heating three respondents answered that their costs have not 

changed after the introduction of the new price model. One of the respondents answered 

that their costs had increased but not a lot while the last respondent answered that their 

costs had decreased. The same incidence was found when asking the respondents if they 

believe that the new price model had made it possible for them to implement measures to 

decrease their costs related to district heating (three answered unchanged possibilities, 

one answered decreased possibilities and one answered that their possibilities increased). 

When the respondents were asked whether they believe that the new price model had 

created larger incentives to perform changes in their usage of district heating two out of 

five answered yes, two answered no while the last one was unsure. 

All the respondents feel that they will be able to change their costs stemming from district 

heating by changing their behavior. One out of five respondents also believed that they 

have very good knowledge about possible efficiency measures while two believed they 

have good knowledge and two believed that they have average knowledge about possible 

efficiency measures. 
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When asked if the respondents’ enterprises had undertaken any efficiency measures in 

their usage of district heating following the introduction of the new price model three out 

of five respondents answered no while the remaining two answered yes. One of the 

respondents that have performed energy efficiency measures reported that they had 

swapped out their sub-central. They also optimized and installed room sensors based on 

control curves. The second respondent, that had undertaken efficiency measures, 

answered that they have an ongoing operation optimization project where they go through 

their real estate. When the respondents were asked if they have planned to undertake any 

efficiency measures due to the new price model, two answered yes while three answered 

no. One of the respondents answered that they were going to follow up earlier 

investments, optimize, look into demand control and invest in new systems for their heat 

and venting solutions.  

6.1.4 Enterprises’ thoughts about the price model and the components 

When asked what the respondents thought about the new price model four out of five 

respondents gave the new price model a three out of five, while the last respondent gave 

the new price model a four out of five. When asked about the price model components 

the respondents where most positive about the seasonal energy price component while 

they seemed to believe that the flow price component was rather okay, as well as the 

effect price component. However, the effect price component where the only component 

that got respondent that gave it a one out of five. When asked about the respondent’s 

thoughts about the cost allocation between the price components all five respondents gave 

the cost allocation a three out of five.  

6.2 Interview 

The interviewed person in this thesis was Nils Viktor Svanlund, Energy Engineer at 

Akademiska Hus, which supplies facilities for universities in Sweden. Svanlunds area of 

responsibility is the municipality of Umeå and the municipality of Luleå. 

Akademiska Hus have nine district heating connection points, one for each building, but 

only one subscription for district heating. Overall Svanlund says that they are happy with 

the district heating supplied by Luleå Energi and that Akademiska Hus plans to keep 

district heating as their major heat solution in the future as well. They do however have 

questions regarding cooling needs and possibilities to combine cooling and heat 

production to a greater extent. When asked whether Akademiska Hus has any additional 
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systems for heating the answer was no. According to Svanlund, they have not thought 

about investing in additional heating systems, however, they have thoughts about starting 

to utilize their waste heat to greater extent (Svanlund, 2019, May 15). 

Svanlund believes that the price level on district heating is low but that it will increase 

with time, which he also account for in his investment calculations. When asked if there 

is anything that can be said regarding the price levels effect on Akademiska Hus 

possibilities and incentives to steer or decrease top load, Svanlund says: “The new price 

model almost made it harder for us to decrease our top load, because we got a lower effect 

tariff than before.”. The reason behind this is, according to Svanlund, due to the fact that 

the new effect price component lowered the costs of Akademiska Hus by approximately 

300,000 SEK (Svanlund, 2019, May 15). Svanlund (2019, May 15) also adds:   

“If we would decrease our daily average effect with ten percent, we would save 

60,000 SEK per year. I mean, ten percent on the daily average effect is quite a lot 

when it is the daily average effect, since it is not the top effect we are talking about 

but the daily average effect. […]  If it would have been ten times that much, it 

maybe would have been something that we would have worked actively to try to 

do.” 

Svanlund believes that their overall incentives to decrease their usage of district heating 

weakened due to the cost reduction they got from the introduction of the new price model. 

Svanlund do however believe that they got sufficient information from Luleå Energi 

before the switch to the new price model. Luleå Energi made a compilation for each 

district heating connection with the current situation and how the situation was expected 

to change with the introduction. Svanlund calls the flow price component “very generous” 

and he also believes that the flow price component fail to increase incentives for 

Akademiska Hus to lower their return heat. Especially since they already work with 

reducing return heat, however, it has not increased the intensity of their work with 

reducing said return heat (Svanlund, 2019, May 15). 

When asked about his perception of a good price model Svanlund answers that the higher 

the price level the more possibilities it creates for them to undertake energy efficiency 

measures. The main problem according to Svanlund is maybe not the price model itself, 

but he do believe that it would be good if Luleå Energi could develop a tool to help 

enterprises make estimate energy efficiency measures effects on the enterprise’s costs.  It 

would according to Svanlund facilitate enterprises work with yield calculations. Svanlund 
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says that the price model is what hits hard on their possibilities to go through with 

investments in energy efficiency measures, especially when the internal rent required 

from their investments are fixed at a certain level (Svanlund, 2019, May 15). 

Svanlund also concludes that their system in Umeå municipality is both more effective 

but also more sophisticated than their system in Luleå municipality and that the price 

level on district heating in Luleå municipality makes it hard to invest. Svanlund also 

believes that if there would have been greater incentives there are solutions that they could 

already have implemented in Luleå, but at the moment these incentives are absent 

(Svanlund, 2019, May15).   
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the results from both the online-survey as well as the interviews will be 

discussed.  

7.1 Reflection of the results 

Luleå Energi introduced a new price model to create stronger incentives for enterprises 

to undertake energy efficiency measures. Economic theory of profit maximizing firms 

suggests that enterprises would reduce inputs (such as district heating), if the costs of the 

input increases (Nicholson and Snyder, 2012). So, for the price model to create economic 

incentives, it would need to increase the costs of the enterprise customers. In the case of 

Luleå Energi’s new price model, results suggest that these economic incentives are low 

and that the undertaken and planned measures in response to the new price model are few. 

This, together with results regarding enterprises perceptions of abilities to cut down costs, 

leads to the assumption that the economic incentives created by the new price model are 

low, which contradict the hypothesis regarding increased perceived possibilities amongst 

enterprises. These results might be a caused by a combination of generally low prices on 

district heating in Luleå and bounded rationality. One example of bounded rationality 

lifted in economic theory is the use of rules of thumb, in this case internal rates of return, 

to facilitate decision making. The main reason for this is that firms might be prevented 

from making optimal decisions due to costs related to the gathering of information 

required for net present value calculations, which is seen as the superior calculation 

method (Eckbo, 2009). The use of internal rates of return might be the reason behind few 

enterprises taking action as the low price of district heating makes it hard to fulfill the 

requirements of their preset internal rates of return. The utilization of rules of thumb is 

also apparent in the results from the interview as Svanlund says that they (Akademiska 

Hus) do not make any investments if it does not cover the requirement of a preset internal 

rate of return. The results from the interview also show that the low price on district 

heating is what makes it hard for Akademiska Hus to undertake energy efficiency 
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measures and invest in Luleå municipality, this is also in line with earlier constructed 

hypothesis regarding price levels and bounded rationality. 

The results from the online-survey also show that enterprises have undertaken measures 

to reduce uncertainty in line with economic theory on uncertainty and imperfect 

information. This seem to mainly have been done through employing individuals 

responsible for energy and heating solutions within the enterprises’ and by the use of 

energy audits amongst a majority of the enterprises. The results also suggest that 

enterprises have been successful in limiting both uncertainty and imperfect information 

through information gathering, which also is the fourth possible measure for reducing 

uncertainty and imperfect information according to Nicholson and Snyder (2012). The 

result indicating that enterprises have a good understanding of the price model also shines 

light on the possibility that Luleå Energi has introduced the new price model in a 

successful way. Most likely due to their work with “Kunddialogen” and communication 

to enterprise costumers before the introduction, which was seen as positive by Svanlund 

(2019, May 15). The results also suggest that their price model is somewhat transparent 

and easy to understand, something which is required for a price model to be deemed good 

according to Li et al. (2017). It is however possible that these results may be skewed as 

the sample contain large enterprise customers of Luleå Energi. Many large customers’ 

have higher costs for district heating than small customers, which also gives them larger 

economic incentives to gather information and understand the price model.  

Even if earlier results have shown that the price model are somewhat good it still has 

flaws that cannot be overlooked. Based on the points made by Li et al. (2017) the first 

apparent problem is that the price model implemented by Luleå Energi has failed to create 

increased incentives for energy efficiency measures, even if the price model reflects the 

production costs of Luleå Energi. This could be a result of environmental external costs 

that have not been internalized properly in the price, which also could be a reason behind 

the earlier mentioned generally low price level of district heating in Luleå municipality. 

These results and discussion both gets support, and strengthen the theories of Dahlqvist 

and Söderholm (2019) as they believe that two possible reasons for differences in optimal 

energy use and observed use of energy amongst firms, could be a result of not properly 

internalized environmental external costs and bounded rationality amongst firms. It 

should also be discussed that even if the price level is low on district heating in Luleå 

municipality these potential environmental external costs might be present even if Luleå 
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Energi would not use the excess gas from SSAB as it would be burned without any 

purpose. The problem of potential environmental external costs should however still be 

lifted as it still might be a problem, especially in the peak load production which 

occasionally uses oil, pellets, and electricity. The second problem that is apparent is that 

the effect price for each year are based on the highest recorded day average effect during 

the winter the year before. This have most likely reduced enterprises possibility to predict 

future costs while also making it harder for the enterprises to predict the economic effects 

of possible investments.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, conclusions will be drawn based on the results from the online-survey and 

the interviews. 

8.1 Conclusions 

This thesis has evaluated the new price model on district heating that Luleå Energi 

introduced to their enterprise customers during the fall of 2017. Furthermore, the thesis 

has examined whether the intentions of Luleå Energi has been fulfilled through the use 

of the new price model. 

The construction of a price model is both complex and important when the purpose is to 

create larger incentives for enterprise customers to undertake energy efficiency measures. 

In the case of Luleå Energi, the price model seems to be hindered by a combination of 

both bounded rationality and a generally low price level on district heating in Luleå 

municipality as it fails to create the economic incentives necessary to make energy 

efficiency measures interesting for enterprise customers. 

Also, the continuously low price level on district heating in Luleå municipality, in 

conjunction with the new price model reflecting the production costs of Luleå Energi, 

suggests that there might be environmental external costs that have not been properly 

internalized. However, not only the price level and bounded rationality can be to blame 

as the new price model introduced by Luleå Energi have weaknesses which complicates 

enterprise customers’ predictions of future costs which could result in increased 

uncertainty revolving the price model and possible energy efficiency measures. 

These results are of importance for Luleå Energi as they show that even if the new price 

model might be partly hindered by bounded rationality and the price level, it still has 

flaws that could be fixed. It is also of importance for future work with price modelling in 

district heating markets as it shows that the discussion regarding price levels and bounded 

rationality are of importance. 
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8.2 Suggestions for further research 

Further research should look to widen the scope of enterprises and not be locked in at the 

large consumers, even if these might be of largest interest for the district heating producer. 

It would also be a good idea to investigate district heating markets in other municipalities 

to further investigate the possible effects of bounded rationality and whether higher price 

levels facilitates energy efficiency measures. Further research should also seek to analyze 

data on energy usage after the introduction of a new price model as it might be possible 

to see if there has been any real effects of new price models on the energy demand.   
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APPENDICES 

 

 

 

 

The appendices will include the questions included in the online-survey as well as the 

interview manuscript, both in Swedish and English. 

A – Online-survey questions in Swedish 

1. Inom vilken bransch agerar ni? 

2. Hur stor är ert företags årliga omsättning? 

3. Hur mycket fjärrvärme förbrukar ert företag varje år? 

4. Har ni någon ansvarig för energi/uppvärmning i ert företag? 

5. Är ni medvetna om att ni fick en ny prismodell i september 2017? 

6. Hur stor skulle ni säga att er kunskap om den nya prismodellen är? 

7. Hur skulle ni säga att den nya prismodellen har påverkat era kostnader för 

fjärrvärme? 

8. Har den nya prismodellen gjort det möjligt för er att genomföra åtgärder för att 

minska era kostnader för fjärrvärme? 

9. Har ni genomfört någon energikartläggning under de senaste fem åren? 

10. Om ja på frågan om energikartläggning, gav det några förslag på 

effektiviseringsåtgärder på värmesidan? Vilka? 

11. Har ni genomfört några effektiviseringar i er användning av fjärrvärme till följd 

av den nya prismodellen? Antingen genom teknik, förändrat beteende eller 

minskning av värmeförluster. 

12. Om ja på frågan kring genomförandet av energieffektiviseringar, vad har ni gjort 

för effektiviseringar? 
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13. Har ni några planerade effektiviseringar i er användning av fjärrvärme till följd av 

den nya prismodellen? Antingen genom ny teknik, förändrat beteende eller 

minskning av värmeförluster. 

14. Om ja på frågan om planerade effektiviseringar, vad har ni för planerade 

effektiviseringar? 

15. Tycker ni att den nya prismodellen har skapat större incitament för er att göra 

förändringar i er användning av fjärrvärme? 

16. Vad tycker ni om den nya prismodellen? 

17. Utveckla gärna varför ni tycker att prismodellen är bra eller dålig. 

18. Hur väl medvetna är ni om möjliga effektiviseringsåtgärder för er när det kommer 

till fjärrvärmesystem och värmeanvändning? 

19. Vad tycker ni om nuvarande prisnivå på fjärrvärme? 

20. Har ni varit en del av ”Kunddialogen” tillsammans med Luleå Energi? 

21. Känner ni att ni kan sänka era kostnader genom att ändra ert beteende när det 

kommer till fjärrvärme? 

22. Hur stor andel av era årliga kostnader består av fjärrvärmekostnader? 

23. Vad tycker ni om komponenten ”Flödespris” och dess utformning? 

24. Vad anser du om att Luleå Energi har infört ett säsongsvarierat energipris, dvs. att 

priserna är olika på sommar, vinter respektive vår/höst? 

25. Vad tycker ni om komponenten ”Effektpris” och dess utformning? 

26. Vad tycker ni om kostnadsfördelningen mellan komponenterna i prismodellen? 

27. Hur anser du att en prismodell för fjärrvärme bör vara utformad avseende vilka 

kostnadskomponenter som ingår, säsongspriser på energi, fasta avgifter, 

effektavgifter osv? 

28. Har du några andra synpunkter på Luleå Energi’s pris modell eller prismodeller 

på fjärrvärme i allmänhet som du vill skicka med här? 
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29. Skulle ni kunna tänka er att delta i en djupintervju antingen via ett fysiskt möte 

eller via telefon? 

30. Om ja, lämna dina kontaktuppgifter nedan så kontaktar vi dig. 

B – Online-survey questions in English 

1. Within which industry are your enterprise active? 

2. How big is your enterprises’ yearly turnover? 

3. How much district heating do your enterprise use every year? 

4. Do you have an employee responsible for energy/heating in your enterprise? 

5. Are you aware that you got a new price model in September 2017? 

6. How big would you say that your knowledge about the new price model is? 

7. How would you say that the new price model has affected your costs for district 

heating? 

8. Has the new price model made it possible for you to perform energy efficiency 

measures to decrease your costs for district heating? 

9. Have your enterprise performed any energy audit during the last five years? 

10. If yes on the question regarding energy audit, did it give any suggestions on energy 

efficiency measure for your heating consumption? Which? 

11. Have you performed any optimizations in your usage of district heating as a result 

of the new price model? Either through new technique, changed behavior or 

reduction of heat losses? 

12. If yes on the question regarding district heating optimization, what type 

optimizations have been realised? 

13. Do you have any planned optimizations in your usage of district heating as a result 

of the new price model? Either through new technique, changed behavior or 

reduction of heat losses? 

14. If yes on the question regarding planned district heating optimizations, what type 

of optimizations are planned? 
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15. Do you think that the new price model has created bigger incentives for you to 

make changes in your usage of district heating? 

16. What do you think about the new price model? 

17. Please elaborate on why you think that the price model is good or bad. 

18. How well aware are you of energy efficiency measures for your enterprise when 

it comes to district heating systems or heat usage? 

19. What do you think about the current price level on district heating? 

20. Have you been a part of “Kunddialogen” togheter with Luleå Energi? 

21. Do you feel that it is possible for your enterprise to decrease your costs by 

changing your behavior when it comes to district heating? 

22. How big part of your yearly costs consists of district heating costs? 

23. What do you think of the component “Flow price” and its configuration? 

24. What do you think about Luleå Energi introducing a seasonal differentiated 

energy price, i.e. that energy prices differs between the summer, the winter and 

spring/fall? 

25. What do you think about the component “Effect price” and its configuration? 

26. What do you think about the cost allocation between the components in the new 

price model? 

27. How do you believe that a price model on district heating should be constructed 

in regard to cost components that are included, seasonal prices on energy, fixed 

cost components, effect cost components etc? 

28. Do you have any other comments regarding either Luleå Energi’s new price model 

or price models on  district heating in general that you would like to share? 

29. Would you like to participate in an in-depth interview either through a physical 

meeting or by phone? 

30. If yes, leave your contact information below and we will get in touch with you. 

C – Interview manuscript in Swedish 
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1. Vem är du och vad har du för roll i ert företag? 

2. Hur stor volym av fjärrvärme använder ni? 

3. Hur stort antal anläggningar har ni och vilken typ av anläggning är det? 

4. Ni har ju fjärrvärme som huvudsaklig uppvärmning. Är ni nöjda med fjärrvärmen?  

5. Har ni något kompletterande värmesystem?  

6. Om nej, har ni funderat på att skaffa ett kompletterande värmesystem? 

7. Vilka möjligheter skulle du säga att ni generellt har att styra er last när det gäller 

fjärrvärme, både vad det gäller att energieffektivisera och vad det gäller att flytta 

last tidsmässigt och både på kort och på lång sikt?  

8. Den nuvarande prisnivån på fjärrvärme i Luleå är ju låg i jämförelse med andra 

orter, hur ser ni på den prisnivån?  

9. Går det att säga något om kopplingen mellan era möjligheter och incitament att 

styra/minska lasten och prisnivån?  

10. Ni fick en ny prismodell för ett par år sedan. Fick ni tillräcklig information kring 

detta inför bytet? 

11. Vad blev effekten för er? Dyrare, billigare eller ingen större förändring? 

12. Förändrades era incitament att energieffektivisera eller flytta last? 

13. Vad tycker ni om den nya prismodellen och dess komponenter? Något som är bra 

respektive dåligt? 

14. Hur tycker du generellt att en bra prismodell bör vara konstruerad? 

15. Har prismodellen lett till att ni kan genomföra åtgärder för att minska era 

kostnader för fjärrvärme? 

16. Om nej, vad skulle behövas från prismodellen för att ni skulle kunna göra detta? 

17. Om ja, vad är det i prismodellen som har lett till att ni fått dessa möjligheter? 

D – Interview manuscript in English 

1. Who are you and what are your role in your enterprise? 

2. How much district heat are your enterprise using? 
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3. How many facilities do you own and which type of facilities is it? 

4. You have district heating as your main heating solution. Are you satisfied with 

the district heating?  

5. Do you have any complementary heating system? 

6. If no, have you thought about investing in a complementary heating system? 

7. How would you say that your possibilities are to regulate your load when it comes 

to district heating, both regarding energy efficiency measures and your ability to 

move load in time, both in the short run and the long run? 

8. The current price level on district heating in Luleå municipality is low in 

comparison with other locations, what do you think about the current price level? 

9. Is it possible to say anything about the connection between your possibilities and 

incentives to regulate/decrease the top load and the price level? 

10. You received a new price model a couple of years back. Did you get sufficient 

information before the swap to the new price model? 

11. What was the effect for you? More expensive, less expensive or no major change? 

12. Did your incentives to undertake energy efficiency measures or move load 

change? 

13. What do you think about the new price model and its components? Anything that 

is good or bad? 

14. How do you generally think that a good price model should be constructed? 

15. Has the new price model led to increased possibilities for you to reduce your costs 

for district heating? 

16. If no, what would be necessary for the price model to create increased possibilities 

for you? 

17. If yes, what is the essential part of the price model that led to these increased 

possibilities? 


